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From the Executive Director:

Legislative Funding Update

Rolf Weberg addresses city councilors at
a sulfate reduction pilot mobile unit being
demonstrated in northern Minnesota this
summer.

July 14, 2021
Rolf Weberg

From the Executive Director Rolf Weberg: Despite all the uncertainties as we entered
2021, NRRI continues to push forward in fulfilling our mission to Minnesota and the
region.

While delivering versus our objectives, we have also onboarded new, cutting edge
instrumentation and upgraded our facilities with significant assistance from the University of
Minnesota.

I am pleased to report that NRRI was once again successful in attracting Legislative financial
support. NRRI received a $750,000 appropriation for Minnesota water and mineral resources
applied research:
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● $300,000 to demonstrate three sulfate reduction technologies
● $450,000 for continued characterization of the Biwabik iron formation and development

of new mineral process technologies and iron products

We also received an $840,000 appropriation for applied research in forestry and bioeconomy
research and demonstration:

● $500,000 to complete a state-wide forest optimization predictive tool
● $340,000 to continue development and demonstration of value-added biomass-based

products

These appropriations are funded via the Legislative-Citizen Commission on Minnesota
Resources (LCCMR).

Finally, in some final legislative action, the Higher Education budget provided an additional
appropriation of $500,000 to support our applied research mission.

I would like to thank Representative Julie Sandstede and Senators David Tomassoni and Justin
Eichorn for carrying these bills, and their many colleagues for their continued encouragement
and support. I am also grateful for the active support of our NRRI Advisory Board.

Looking forward, NRRI is ready to get to work -- not only in driving these projects, but also in
leveraging this funding to attract additional federal and other funding to multiply the impact of
Minnesota’s taxpayer investment in our future. I look forward to reporting what we do next.

Until then, thank you for your interest and support.

Onward!

Rolf T. Weberg
NRRI Executive Director
nrriinfo@d.umn.edu
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Beyond lithium-ion batteries for energy storage

The nearly 2,000 megawatt Ludington, Mich., pumped-hydro storage plant has been in
operation since 1973 and provides electricity to more than 1.3 million residential customers.

July 14, 2021
June Breneman

The intermittent nature of solar and wind energy options means
large-scale energy storage is necessary. A new NRRI report outlines
Minnesota's potential opportunities.

“Many of the new technologies do not require complex minerals and have a very long wear life,
but they do require specific geological and geographic formations. And Minnesota has both.”

Moving away from fossil fuels toward renewable energy – wind and solar – comes with
conundrums.

First, there’s the obvious. The intermittent nature of sun and wind energy requires the need for
large-scale energy storage. The Natural Resources Research Institute in Duluth researched the
options.
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The most familiar choice for energy storage is lithium-ion batteries. But they are expensive and
require a lot of minerals – cobalt and nickel, especially - that are sourced from foreign countries.
Add to that, lithium-ion batteries only store enough energy for two to four hours at the large
scale required. They also wear out as they age, requiring regular replacement with no
systematic recycling pathway for the discarded batteries.

Thankfully, there are a lot of durable, high-capacity energy storage opportunities on the horizon
that don’t require foreign materials. NRRI Associate Director Donald Fosnacht (retired August
2021) sorted through eight technologies and their potential for locating in Minnesota.

Exploratory Report
This investigation was funded by a Minnesota Legislative appropriation via the Minnesota
Environment and Natural Resources Trust Fund administered by the Legislative-Citizen
Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCCMR). It resulted in a report, “Examination of
Non-Lithium Battery Energy Storage Concepts,” submitted in June, 2021.

The report includes potential locations for these technologies across Minnesota that fall within
10 miles of high voltage power lines.

Don Fosnacht, NRRI Associate Director

“Lithium-ion batteries are good for covering the two big peak
energy-use times of day, early morning and end of workday,”
explained Fosnacht. “But I believe we can do better than that,
especially here in Minnesota.”

Many of the new technologies do not require complex minerals and
have a very long wear life, but they do require specific geological and
geographic formations. And Minnesota has both.

Some energy storage opportunities Fosnacht is especially optimistic about can take advantage
of the altered landscapes of Minnesota’s legacy mining activities or the topography of the
Minnesota River or Mississippi River Valleys.

Removing Battery Barriers
A Pumped Hydro Energy Storage system could pump water from a deep, open mine pit, lake or
river to a higher elevation holding pond when the wind is blowing and sun is shining, then direct
the water through a turbine when energy is needed. A similar concept, Advanced Compressed
Air Energy Storage, compresses air into flooded, underground storage caverns (for example,
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old mine shafts) when electrical energy is available, displacing water to holding ponds. When
energy is needed, the water is directed back to the underground cavern, forcing the air through
a turbine to generate electrical power.

New gravity-based technologies also have the potential capacity to store large quantities of
energy for six to 14 hour duration using a simple concept. A large weighted mass is lifted by
motors during high electricity generation. When energy is needed, the weight is released to fall,
reversing the motor direction to generate electricity.

“This gravity storage idea can go anywhere you can dig a deep shaft or where the bedrock will
support the weight above ground. Minnesota has that bedrock geology,” said Fosnacht. “We
also have a waste resource in fly ash that can be used to make the 30- to 35-ton weights that
can be employed in one of the promising technologies.”

Another potential for Minnesota combines gravity, weight and rail. Advanced Rail Energy
Storage moves 320-ton rail cars up an incline when energy is abundant, then uses gravity to
move the cars down, while collecting the generated electrical energy.

“We have many abandoned mining roads, river bluffs and other inclines that have the elevation
and solid bedrock to make this type of energy storage possible,” Fosnacht said. “And they have
an extremely long life. I’m excited about the potential of gravity technologies.”

Other technologies outlined in the report include:

● Liquid Air Energy Storage, an above-ground pressurized system.
● Earth Battery, still in the conceptual phase, could also store carbon. In this case, carbon

dioxide from an existing power plant is captured and stored underground to build up
pressure and then cycled through a turbine to generate electricity. Some of the carbon
dioxide can be sequestered in underground minerals as carbonates.

● Heat Energy Storage uses thermal energy from the sun or excess heat from an industrial
facility to store energy which then can heat up gases to drive turbines or boilers.

● Electrolytic hydrogen and ammonia production are other means to convert energy into
chemical energy that can be stored and used later to generate power on demand via
advanced fuel cells or newly designed combustion engines.

● Flow battery technology can produce long duration energy generation. The duration of
energy production is dictated by the amount of chemical energy stored in large tanks that
contain reactive electrolytes.

“All of these technologies are currently under development or are proven at the pilot scale to
commercial scale,” Fosnacht added. “They don’t require nickel, cobalt, or lithium resources,
have improved environmental characteristics, and in most cases, reduced fire hazards
compared to lithium ion-based battery systems.”
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The report is co-authored by NRRI researchers Evan Myer and Dean Peterson. It has been
submitted to the Minnesota Legislature and agencies for their review.

Meet the Researcher - Will Bartsch

July 9, 2021
June Breneman
Delivering easy-access, data-driven information for informed resource decision-making.

Bartsch engages in discussions with people who manage Minnesota’s resources, especially at
the local level, about what types of data they need to do their jobs more effectively.

Are you ready for the year 2100? NRRI Scientist Will Bartsch can help.

If, that is, you’re making long-term forest management decisions that could impact timber
harvest, wildlife habitat, water quality, water quantity and carbon sequestration across several
large watersheds in northeastern Minnesota.

But even if you don’t make those decisions, you are impacted by them.

“We have several groups with expertise in each of those areas who make models that predict
what the landscape will look like, out to 2100,” Bartsch explained. “At the same time, we’re
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developing an online tool to make that information readily available, allowing foresters and land
managers to better consider how their management and harvest decisions can impact different
components of the forest ecosystem.”

Will Bartsch, NRRI Scientist

The Forest Optimization Tool is one example of how Bartsch
works to improve the accessibility of high-quality data about
Minnesota’s natural resources. But he doesn’t do it alone.

“I work broadly across the different research platforms at NRRI –
water, minerals, forest and materials – regularly engaging with
experts in a variety of disciplines,” he said. “It’s one of my
favorite things about my job.”

Bartsch started at NRRI as a graduate student in 2010, fascinated by the work to understand
the ecology and water quality of the St. Louis River estuary. Upon graduation from UMD in 2012
he worked at the Environmental Protection Agency, researching the Great Lakes.

Mapping Minnesota
But he came back to NRRI in 2016 to work on the Minnesota Natural Resource Atlas --
something he’s especially proud of – recently launching version 2.0. It provides easy and free
state-wide access to 455 layers of data in 10 categories: agriculture, biota, boundaries, climate,
environment, geology/topography, imagery/land cover, infrastructure, society/economy and
water.

To ensure that these large, broadly encompassing projects incorporate the best data available,
Bartsch draws on his expertise in water resources and data, particularly spatial data, when
reaching out to experts throughout the University system. He also engages in discussions with
people who manage Minnesota’s resources, especially at the local level, about what types of
data they need to do their jobs more effectively.

NRRI support
And aside from the multi-disciplinary research expertise at NRRI, Bartsch appreciates the
guidance from Human Resources and Executive Office Assistant, Jane Dzuck, to keep his team
robust.
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“Hiring is a complex process and Jane makes sure that I have the information I need to do it
well,” said Bartsch. “When I have questions about HR issues, budget and administrative details,
I start my search with Jane because of her broad knowledge.”

Pandemic transitions
The COVID pandemic revealed to Bartsch just how important in-person interactions are – both
professional and personal – to building and maintaining relationships. And while he appreciates
that video calls have been important to keep projects moving along while working remotely, he
finds it’s easier to understand how people really feel about a topic or idea when meeting
face-to-face.

“I'm looking forward to both work and social engagements to transition from online to in-person,”
said Bartsch. “We’ve all gotten better at Zoom calls, but at least for me, in-person meetings are
better.”

Advisory Board Spotlight - Tom Lambrecht

July 9, 2021
June Breneman

With a 22-year career working in economic development, Tom Lambrecht has an astute
sense of what it takes for businesses to thrive in Minnesota.
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"As the world adapts to climate change, NRRI’s research on power generation, water
conservation and efficient use of our forest resources is very important." Tom Lambrecht

And he considers NRRI’s role a unique key to success.

“Businesses often have big dreams,” he said. “NRRI’s testing and research enables better
feasibility analysis which allows for better credit-making decisions. This is especially useful for
our financial assistance programs for economic development projects.”

Lambrecht is manager of Economic Development Services at Great River Energy in Maple
Grove, Minn., an electric generation and transmission cooperative. His economic development
team helps its members enhance their economic opportunities with financial assistance, site
selection, program marketing and community development.

NRRI: Can you point to major contributions that NRRI delivers to industry, the environment and
Minnesota communities?

Lambrecht: NRRI is a tremendous resource for new and emerging businesses. The tailored
research provides real life information that is very valuable to those clients, but also helps to
shape the entrepreneurial and innovation required for the natural resources industry to develop
sustainable products and businesses widely. As the world adapts to climate change, NRRI’s
research on power generation, water conservation and efficient use of our forest resources is
very important. It will contribute to community vitality and enable Minnesota find solutions
needed for our changing environment.

NRRI: You’re the newest member to NRRI’s Advisory Board. What have you learned in this role
over the past two years?

Lambrecht: I knew of NRRI’s work through interactions with the Arrowhead Growth Alliance
and other regional initiatives. I’ve been Impressed with the vital role NRRI plays in numerous
industry studies, including for some of our Great River Energy projects in Southern Minnesota,
and working with us on research in the energy sector.

NRRI: Any surprises or new perspectives gained?

Lambrecht: Coming on, I was unclear about NRRI’s funding mechanisms. The current structure
of the Board helps me speak to the institute’s mission to stakeholders seeking assistance or
new technology assistance in natural resources industries. I really enjoy learning about the
opportunities and relationships that NRRI relies on for NRRI’s programmatic success.
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NRRI: Let’s say money is no object. What should NRRI do better? Where are NRRI’s
opportunities?

Lambrecht: Get the story out. Research funders and political stakeholders are key to
maintaining adequate funding, of course. But there are still many organizations and businesses
that aren’t aware of NRRI’s great contributions, especially outside Northeast Minnesota. Being
integrated into the University of Minnesota research enterprise, especially taking advantage of
the connections within the Office of Technology and Commercialization, is the best way to gain
broad awareness. As NRRI engages in more of a focus on branding and marketing, I look
forward to seeing more visibility and recognition for their work.

Tiff's Tips for Eco-living #2: Five tips for road trip
snacks

July 14, 2021
Tiffany Sprague

It's road trip season! NRRI Sustainability Guru Tiffany Sprague helps us reduce landfill
waste and single-use plastics as we snack on the road.
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Picnic at a scenic overlook or historical marker. You might be surprised by what you see and
learn along the way.

After last month’s Tiff’s Tips I imagine you are now bursting with eco-friendly BBQ tips. Maybe
so many tips you are exploding at your organic cotton seams (the bursting sensation may also
be the result of a few too many carrot hot dogs, but #SelfLove, my friends). Perhaps so many
tips, you just have to share your newfound wisdom with your friends and family. Unfortunately,
not everyone you know lives nearby...

So honey, pack up the car -- it’s time for a road trip!

After you do all the boring adult things -- filled the gas tank, topped off the windshield wiper fluid,
checked your tire pressure -- comes the #1 car trip priority: the snacks. Tiny humans in tow or
not (thank gosh for third row seating, amiright? Shove them as far back there as possible), car
snacks can make or break a successful trip.

Cut the Plastic-Wrapped Car Snacks
We all have our guilty (fast food and convenience store) pleasures (again, #SelfLove), but it
actually isn’t our only option. I know this may sound bananas (which, btw, is a great snack to
pack for your trip), but the food currently in your fridge and pantry can exit your property and be
placed into your vehicle!

Tiffany Sprague, NRRI Sustainability Coordinator

It’s not about the quality or “healthiness” of the food I am
harping on here, but rather the packaging. Beverages in
plastic bottles, or in throw-away cups with plastic straws;
burgers wrapped in throw-away film paper; sandwiches
packaged in those odd little single-use triangular
containers; string cheese in single-use plastic wrap
(freakin’ string cheese).

Okay, calm down, Tiff, they get it; now give them some helpful hints. Whew! Sorry. I just get a bit
riled up about single-use plastics.

1. Pack as many meals as you realistically can.
● The trusty PBJ
● Mason jar salads (all the cool kids are eating them)
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● Cut and peel a regular ol' carrot, put in a container with a bit of water.
● Straight up apple, not pre-sliced (and the aforementioned banana)
● Block of cheese, not plastic wrapped string cheese

Face it, you’re all going to make just as big of a mess if the snack was in a tiny single-use bag
or in a reusable container. You can even make your own granola bars! If that feels terrifying,
here’s Tiff’s favorite recipe for an introduction to granola bar making: Peanut Butter and Jelly
Bars.

2. Pack your meals and snacks in recycled containers.

● Reuse sour cream and yogurt containers (not making homemade yogurt? Then you’re
buying it in a gigantic container, not tiny single-use containers… correct?).

● Mason jars work great for snacks you buy in bulk (because of course you're buying all
your snacks in bulk).

● Plastic peanut butter jars also make great storage containers.

3. Containers too bulky? Use the plastic zip-top bag. But…

● Re-use those bags as much as possible. Rinse ‘em out, let them dry, and use them
again and again.

● Recycle! Cut off the zip-top and discard, and put the clean bag in your plastic bag
recycling (most grocery retailers collect plastic bags).

● Do not put your plastic bags in your mixed curbside recycling.
● Can’t bother to clean them out, let them dry and cut off their zip-top? Well, then

unfortunately, toss ‘em. Just know you had choices.

4. Napkins and silverware (no travel kits required).

● Pack what you use at home or thrift some neat-o secondhand forks. Wipe them off when
you’re done, spritz with some alcohol (if germs are a thing for you) and you’re ready to
go.

● Cloth napkins travel just as well...well...as your clothing. Throw them in your towel load
when you get back from your trip and they’re ready for your next adventure!

● Bring a tiny cutting board and a knife (wrapped up in a towel or sporting a blade cover, of
course).

5. Water supply - fill the containers!

● Fill up the orange Igloo and throw it in the trunk.
● Refill individual reusable water bottles, kept on hand.
● Travel-sized orange Igloo?! Yep. It is epically adorable. Like its big brother, our travel one

is 2.5 gallons and stows away perfectly next to our first aid kit and jumper cables.
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Remember, the convenience of single-use bottled beverages does not outweigh the expense --
both to your wallet and to our environment.

Small effort. Big impact.
Yep, this requires pulling over to cut up the apple and big ole block of cheese, and filling up
reusable water bottles from the adorable travel-sized orange Igloo. Break at a rest stop! Many of
them are quite wonderful and feature playgrounds, picnic tables, bird feeders, walking trails and
dog areas. Picnic at a scenic overlook or historical marker. You might be surprised by what you
see and learn along the way. Don’t get so hung up on what you are going to do once you reach
your destination that you don’t enjoy the process of getting there.

Well, until next month, the environment thanks you for dealing with some minor inconveniences
and minimizing your consumption of foods wrapped in single-use packaging.

Tiff
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